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Summary 

In this project stable isotope compounds and s table ¡so tope pharmaceuticals 
were used (with emphasis on the application of ,SNI to study several 
aspects of nitrogen metabolism in man [7-5]. Of the many methods 
available, the ,SN stable isotope tracer technique holds a special position 
because the methodology for application and nitrogen isotope analysis is 
proven and reliable. Valid routine methods using ,5N analysis by emission 
spectrometry have been demonstrated. Several methods forthe preparation 
of biological material were developed during our participation in the 
Coordinated Research Programme. In these studies, direct procedures (i.e. 
use of diluted urine as a sample without chemical preparation) or rapid 
isolation methods were favoured [6,7]. Within the scope of the Analytical 
Quality Control Service (AQCS) enriched stable Isotope reference materials 
for medical and biological studies were prepared and are now available 
through the International Atomic Energy Agency. The materials are of 
special importance as the increasing application of stable isotopes as tracers 
in medical, biological and agricultural studies has focused interest on reliable 
measurements of biological material of different origin [8]. 

To investigate how the liver or other organs are influenced by malabsorption, 
malnutrition, and contaminants from the environment, several urine tests were developed: 

The [,5N]glycine test to characterize liver function and exogenous or endogenous 
influences on protein turnover [9]. 

Examples of investigation: quantitative determination of parameters of protein 
metabolism in healthy man, measurement of the rate of protein synthesis and breakdown 
in patients with liver diseases, protein metabolism of expeditioners during wintering in 
Antarctica, studies on metabolic effects of recombinant human growth hormone in girls 
with Turner syndrome. 

The (,sN]ammonium test to assess hepatic ammonia detoxification [10-15]. 
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Examples of investigation: liver damage in chiidren with metabolic liver diseases, 
hepatitis and cirrhosis, influence of hormonal contraceptive drugs on liver metabolism, 
studies on the postnatal development of urea synthesis in preterm infants, characterization 
of the functional state of the liver in athletes, studies on chronic kidney insufficiency, 
hepatic detoxification capacity of children in highly polluted industrial regions (waste gas 
of coke factories). 

The [,5N]methacetin test to assess hepatic microsomal biotransformation capacity 
12,16,17]. 

Examples of investigation: age-dependence of the cytochrome-P 4 5 0-dependent 
monooxygenase activity of healthy persons, detection, discrimination and follow up studies 
of liver disease in adults, pregnant women and children, assessment of developmental 
aspects of monooxygenase capacity in the neonatal period, hepatic detoxification capacity 
as a result of intrauterine growth retardation, assessment of the hepatic glucuronidation, 
monitoring of side effects of therapeutic drugs (antibiotics), influence of certain toxins at 
the workplace or from the environment, differential diagnosis of cholestasis. 

[^IJJurea test to detect gastric Helicobacter pylori infection [18,19]. 

[15N]taurocholate test to detect failures in the enterohepatic bile acid circulation 
[20]. 

f'5N]hippurate test to measure the glycine synthesis capacity of the liver [6] . 

Validation of methodologies to measure protein and energy metabolism in humans. 

A multiple tracer study ( 1 5 N, 1 3 C, 2 H , 1 B 0) to validate the methodology of protein and 
energy metabolism studies in man was completed. For the mathematical description of 
metabolic parameters, both compartmental and non-compartmental models, such as the 
modified model of Sprinson-Rittenberg, the San Pietro-Rittenberg model, two models of the 
albumin metabolism, and a 10-pool model of nitrogen and protein metabolism were used. 
By means of a single or multiple pulse infusion and priming techniques, whole body 
nitrogen and protein metabolism in various metabolic states were studied: 

Metabolism in healthy man to establish standard or reference values 

Metabolism during selected pathophysiological conditions (liver diseases) 

Metabolism under stress conditions (wintering in Antarctica) 

Metabolism during and/or after therapeutic treatments with amino acid solutions, 
hormones, or pharmaceuticals 

Metabolism at different levels of nitrogen intake [9]. 

In pilot experiments, the 1 SN NMR technique was applied to study hepatic glycine 
turnover under stress conditions in vivo, using a 1 5N-glycine load and implanted NMR coils 
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in rats. Previously, corresponding experiments with isolated rat livers had already been 
done to investigate the time course of enzyme activity under various conditions [21]. 

Development of mathematical programmes 

For handling and evaluating 1 S N tracer data, the programs PATMETH and PROPROT 
were developed [22]. In a paper on theoretical problems of tracer kinetics and the 
modelling of inhomogeneous compartments with age-dependent elimination rates, the basic 
equations for one generalized compartment and for systems of such compartments are 
given together with their general solution and illustrated by examples [23,24]. 
Mathematically, it turns out that models consisting of partial differential equations include 
ordinary, delayed and integro-differential equations, a general fact which is treated in 
context of linear tracer kinetics. The examples include standard compartments as a 
degenerate case, systems of standard compartments (compartment blocks), models 
resulting in special residence time distribution, models wi th pipes, and systems with 
heterogeneous particles. 
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Sodium [ 1 sN]taurocholate (1 ( was synthesized by reacting t 1 5N]taurine - which was 
obtained from sodium 2-bromoethanesulphonate and [ 1 5N]ammonia, cholic acid, and 
the coupling reagent EEDQ. The identity and purity were confirmed by 'H and 1 5 N 
NMR spectroscopy, mass spectroscopy, and thin layer chromatography using 
unlabelled taurocholate and supposed impurities as reference substances. (1) was 
administered orally (7 mg/kg body mass) to a healthy proband first, in order to 
thoroughly study its reliability as a true marker of bile acid turnover. Urine and 
faeces were collected over 7 days. Urinary 1 5 N amounts (representative of 
deconjugated [ 1 5N]taurine and faecal , 5 N amounts [representative of eliminated (1 )] 
were estimated to find convenient sampling intervals for further studies. Balance 
investigations have shown that (1) should be well suited for a non-invasive, 
non-radio-active, simple urine test in paediatrics. The Local Ethical Committee has 
approved the study which is being continued including children with defects in 
enterohepatic bile acid circulation. 
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A general introduction to the principle underlying the [ 1 5N]methacetin liver function 
test is followed, in this paper, by an account of the PATMETH programme system. 
PATMETH can be used for two different purposes, handling of gastroenterology 
patient files and evaluation of the [ 1 5N]methacetin test. The latter may be done, 
using 1 5 N data in a file on the basis of a three-compartment model. The following 
liver performance indices were found to be obtainable from calculations of that 
kind: elimination half-time, amount of dosage eliminated up to nine hours as well 
as maximum elimination rate and its juncture. These indices may then be entered 
to the meters, may be used for differential diagnosis. The first two indices, 
elimination half-time and amount of dosage eliminated within nine hours, are printed 
out in what is called a medical letter and are compared to normal values. Clinical 
routine diagnosis and medical isotope research are major applications for PATMETH. 
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Mathematical models in tracer kinetics are usually based on ordinary differential 
equations which correspond to a system of kinetically homogeneous compartments 
(standard compartments). A generalization is possible by the admission of 
inhomogeneities in the behaviour of the elements belonging to a compartment. The 
important special case of the age-dependence of elimination rates is treated in its 
deterministic version. It leads to partial differential equations (i. e., systems wi th 
distributed coefficients) with the "age" or the "residence time"of an element of the 
compartments as a variable additional to "t ime". The basic equations for one 
generalized compartment and for systems of such compartment are given together 
with their general solutions. 

WINKLER, E., Tracer kinetics: Modelling by partial differential equations of 
inhomogeneous compartments wi th age-dependent elimination rates. 
Part 2: Examples of application, Isotopenpraxis 27 (1991) 228-233. 

The general theory of inhomogeneous compartments wi th age-dependent 
elimination rates given in part I in a deterministic frame by sets of partial differential 
equations is illustrated by examples. Mathematically, it turns out that models 
consisting of partial differential equations include ordinary, delayed and 
integro-differential equations, a general fact which is treated here in the context of 
linear tracer kinetics. The examples include standard compartments asa degenerate 
case, systems of standard compartments (compartment blocks), models resulting 
in special residence time distributions, models with pipes, and systems with 
heterogeneous particles. 


